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Royal Academy of Engineering

‘The Leaky Pipeline’



Diversity matters

Reasons why we should care about who does Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM):

1) Utilitarian (sheer numbers)

2) Equity (making the workplace environment 

welcoming)

3) Democratic (widening which problems are 

studied/solved)

Fogg-Rogers, L. (2017)

Does being human influence 

science and technology?

Journal of Science 

Communication
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Why are there fewer women 
publishing in academia?



Sugimoto et al, 2018 https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06678-6

However…

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06678-6




https://royalsociety.org/topics-policy/publications/2015/unconscious-bias/
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How can we generate a solution which is 
not inherent in the problem?



WISE 2020



Advance HE’s Athena SWAN Charter covers women (and men where 

appropriate) in:

• academic roles in STEMM and AHSSBL

• professional and support staff

• trans staff and students

In relation to their:

• representation

• progression of students into academia

• journey through career milestones

• working environment for all staff





Examples of structural barriers in peer review



Examples of structural barriers in peer review

• No awareness of holidays

• Short lead-times

• Expectations of paid responsibilities – with no pay!

• No allowance for part-time hours or weekends 



Tackling structural barriers in peer review

• Unpaid work

• Short time-scales

• Lack of training

• Unclear guidelines

• Unclear progression opportunities
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Tackled by…?

• Audit of male/female contributions

• Peer review remittance

• Longer time-scales, or agreed by negotiation

• Training in peer review for researchers

• Guidelines on reviewing


